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LONDON ICE MARKET

Posición último dif alto bajo cierre Posición último dif alto bajo cierre

MAY21 1426 5 1426 1425 1421 MAY21 143,90 2,50 143,90 143,90 141,40

JUL21 1461 9 1480 1441 1452 JUL21 141,75 -1,25 145,75 140,95 143,00

SEP21 1484 9 1503 1464 1475 SEP21 143,70 -1,20 147,65 143,00 144,90

NOV21 1501 9 1520 1482 1492 DEC21 146,10 -1,05 149,90 145,30 147,15

NEW YORK ICE MARKET
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NUEVA YORKLONDRES

London ICE:

Supports: 1445, 1425, 1405. 1375 & 1340

Resistances: 1465, 1480 & 1510-1530

New York ICE:

Supports: 138,00 & 132,00
Resistances: 145,50, 151,50 & 153,75
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last high low
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OTHERS

DEMAND / INDUSTRY

€/US$ rate

EUR/USD Euro/US Dollar

BRAZIL

VIETNAM

CENTRAL AMERICA / COLOMBIA

QUOTATION EURO / US DOLLAR

The fall in coffee supply, with a weaker Brazilian crop, and resilient global demand are expected to contribute to "strong emotions" in the market this year as the

world emerges from the pandemic and consumption is boosted, said the president of the Council of Coffee Exporters of Brazil (Cecafé). In an interview with
Reuters, Nicolas Rueda commented that it is still necessary to know exactly how much the 2021/22 Arabic a crop will be reduced by a severe drought last year,

which affected the flowering of trees that would already be in the low year of the biannual cycle. But he assured that, on the demand side, there is "a very
positive story."

Bloomberg published an article on La Nina in which they underlined the threat facing Brazilian farmers crop wide, not just in coffee with parched soil. La Nina
itself is fading, however dryness remains an issue with most meteorologists forecasting continuous dry conditions with crop revisions forecast.

This week southern Brazil is in for another week of dry weather with little to no rainfall in the forecast before the weekend. Temperatures are forecast to

average around 24ºC. South-eastern Brazil is set for light rains through this week although cumulative rainfall looks limited to around 3mm per day at best
according to the GFS model. Temperatures are set to average between 27 and 28ºC.

Coffee exports from Vietnam are expected to drop an estimated 17.6% in the first four months of this year from a year earlier to 563,000 tonnes, equal to 9.38

million 60-kg bags, the General Statistics Office (GSO) said on Thursday.

Coffee export revenue for Vietnam will likely fall 11.6% from a year earlier to $1.02 billion in the four-month period. The country's coffee shipments in April are
estimated at 110,000 tonnes, valued at $209 million.

Reluctant selling from Vietnam and comparatively cheaper coffee in Brazil will have encouraged increased demand for Conilon, although the smaller exportable
surplus in Brazil could potentially serve to benefit Vietnamese shipments later in the season. Ugandan shipments have also been running at a very strong pace in

reflection of increased competition in the Robusta market.

The Central Highlands of Vietnam are forecast for light rains in the first few days of this week followed by little to no rain until the weekend. Sunday is set for
heavy rains.

Colombia’s coffee federation has discovered 9 new aggressive variants of the fungus that causes coffee rusts, urging producers to plant more resistant varieties

to avoid spreading the disease. Currently, rust resistance varieties account for just over 84% of Colombian coffee crops.

El Salvador - Country’s shipments slid 26% in March from a year earlier to equivalent of 58,896 60-kg bags, the Salvadoran Coffee Council says on website.
Since the Oct. 1 start of the 2020-21 season, exports fell 32% y/y to 136,718 bags, sliding every month. Country’s coffee sector has struggled with low
international prices in the past few years, and continued coffee leaf rust, a plant disease that curbs yield; USDA expected an all-time low for the 2020-21 crop.

Etiopia – There has been a good demand of coffee from Ethiopia in the last weeks, but container shortages continue to slow down shipments. Mills in the

interior are operating full capacity on a race to move coffee prior to June elections. Security concerns are growing and there has been unrest in Djimmah region
over the past week, with some washing stations and dry mills set on fire. Ethnic clashes continue in Amhara & Tigray.

New research from the NCA shows pandemic-related lockdowns and economic downturn greatly impacted away-from-home coffee, including retail coffee

shops. But with over half of all eligible adults fully vaccinated, hiring picking up speed, and lockdowns lifting, away-from-home coffee could be poised for a
strong “V-shaped” recovery. As per NCA, there are 7 reasons to be optimistic:

1) The away-from-home coffee segment has suffered because of the rolling, random lockdowns the country has experienced. These are coming to an end.
2) The slight decrease in overall coffee consumption is linked to the economic impact of the pandemic. Recent reports confirmeda surge in retal sales in March

and dropping unemployment.
3) Coffee drinking during the pandemic has been up marginally in the morning and at breakfast – but down marginally in the afternoon. That afternoon coffee is

closely associated with socializing, work, or being out and about, and will reverse as America reopens.
4) Contrary to the headlines, away-from-home coffee never disappeared. In fact, over two-thirds of customers researched confirmed us in January ’21 that they

were already back in their coffee shops, or anticipating a return in the near future.
5) Away-from-home coffee has pivoted quickly to adapt to the new reality, and coffee drinkers have responded. By September of last year, 39% of away-from-
home coffee drinkers had ordered through an app, up from 24% in January ’20.

6) Coffee drinkers miss their away-from-home coffee. In January, 2021, 35% of respondents either agreed strongly or somewhat agreed that they “miss the
social aspect”.

7) The steps that away-from-home venues can take to encourage customers’ return – while requiring some investment – are straightforward. 43% of
respondents told us that having workers wear masks and gloves – and having other customers wear masks – were steps that venues can take to “encourage
(me) to visit them more often.”

Keurig Dr Pepper Inc. yesterday today reported financial results for the first quarter ended March 31, 2021 and increased its outlook for 2021 net sales growth

to 4% to 6%, from the Company’s prior net sales guidance of 3% to 4%. Net sales for the first quarter of 2021 advanced 17.4% to $1.14 billion, compared to
$0.97 billion in the year-ago period.

Arabica certified stocks increased 9,920 bags to 1,918,545 bags. Pending 75,850 bags.

Guinness is back with another nitrogenated creation, which is already a fan-favorite: Guinness Nitro Cold Brew Coffee beer. As the brewers of the world’s most
popular nitro stout, Guinness is now combining everything you love about coffee and Guinness into one beer. Sweet-smelling with a distinct rich coffee aroma,

Guinness Nitro Cold Brew Coffee beer is the perfect balance of bitter and sweet with a roast coffee flavour.
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This report is a marketing communication and has not been prepared in accordance with legal requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research; and is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of 

investment research.

The information in this report is provided solely for informational purposes and should not be regarded as a recommendation to buy, sell or otherwise deal in any particular investment. Private customers should not invest in these products unless they 

are satisfied that the products are suitable for them and have sought professional advice. All information in this report is obtained from sources believed to be reliable and we make no representation as to its completeness or accuracy. The information 

may have been acted upon by us for our own purposes and has not been procured for the exclusive benefit of customers.
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ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

The Euro-zone industrial sentiment index strengthened sharply to 10.7 for April from 2.1 previously and well above market expectations with services-sector

sentiment strengthening to 2.1 from -9.6 previously. The data continued to demonstrate some resilience in the economy which provided net Euro support.

Fed Chair Jay Powell painted a rosy picture of the U.S. economy on Wednesday, but showed no sign that the central bank would change monetary policy
anytime soon due to the "uneven and far from complete" recovery.

Underlying dollar sentiment remained generally weak following the Fed statement. The US currency was able to recover some ground against commodity
currencies and the Euro drifted towards 1.2100 before stabilizing.

Regarding the international logistics situation, the current scenario is complex and unusual, which has created container mobility blocks, mainly due to a

sharp economic acceleration in China, and a huge increase in imports in the USA and Europe. This leads to a high demand for equipment at origin and brutal
congestion in the ports of destination, mainly the West Coast of the USA, and in a market as free as this one, a reduction in supply and an increase in demand

raise prices. There is a tendency for prices to remain at these levels, although there are several corrective measures that in the medium term can help them to
gradually fall, mainly due to the purchases of new containers. Only in March 2021 as many containers were ordered as in all of 2020 as well as new vessels. But
this pressure on spaces and equipment is expected to continue throughout all 2021.
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